College of Humanities & Social Sciences
COLLEGE CAREER SPECIALIST ENGAGEMENT REPORT 2017-2018

CAREER CENTER WORKSHOPS
604 STUDENTS ATTENDED
108 WORKSHOPS & INFO SESSIONS

CAREER CENTER & STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER DROP-INS
1,285
1,739

MAJOR REPRESENTATION

2,194 TOTAL STUDENTS
Based off those who signed in through TITAN CONNECTION

12% AMERICAN STUDIES
4% CRIMINAL JUSTICE
7% ENGLISH
2% HISTORY
4% LIBERAL STUDIES
2% POLITICAL SCIENCE
2% PSYCHOLOGY
2% SOCIOLOGY
44% PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

The following majors were in under 2 percent: Anthropology, Environmental Studies, Ethnic Studies (African American, Asian American, Chicano/a), French, Geography, Gerontology, Japanese, Linguistics, Philosophy, Spanish, TESOL, Women’s Studies

9 ORIENTATION SESSIONS
793 NEW & TRANSFER STUDENT ORIENTATIONS

25 CLASSROOM PRESENTATIONS
1,097 STUDENTS ATTENDED

EMPLOYER ENGAGEMENT, SITE VISITS & PARTICIPATION
2017-2018: 45 TOTAL TOUCHPOINT LEVELS